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Anjani Amriit is a Soul Purpose Mentor. She assists disillusioned entrepreneurs, burnt out 
executives and unfulfilled soul seekers to reconnect with the power and magnificence of their 
soul, awaken their greatest potential and realise their true purpose.  

Anjani Amriit is the Founder of Women With Purpose, an online global women’s community 
to influence, impact and inspire women to reconnect to their feminine power, and each other 
for heart centered success, and positive lasting impact in the world. As women learn to 
integrate the power of their mind with the heart of their soul into their lives and business, 
they become unstoppable.  

Anjani Amriit believes that there is a global shift occurring from masculine based archetypal 
values of command and control, to emerging unifying archetypal values of equality and 
collaboration. Women are at the forefront of this transition. Becoming part of the solution to 
the greatest challenges of our collective human experience is where women’s true power and 
influence lies. As more women embody their feminine empowerment, they awaken to the 
highest purpose of their soul, and play their part in the awakening of consciousness towards 
greater peace and unity on Earth.  

Anjani Amriit supports her clients to step deeply into their own empowerment and, in doing 
so, transform their lives from disconnected to true soul purpose alignment. One of her gifts is 
to draw seamlessly from a diverse range of coaching and healing tools, mediums and 
traditions. This includes professional coaching, energy healing, psychosynthesis and deep 
intuition. She has spent the last decade investing in building these capabilities in the interest 
of supporting people to shed the masks that no longer serve them and live the life of their 
dreams. The transformations she witnesses daily with her clients is profound and inspiring and 
this connects Anjani Amriit to her own purpose. She is genius at supporting her clients to feel 
safe, supported and empowered while moving through their personal transformation journey 
as significant life changes occur. She ensures clients grow in their awareness of self, take deep 
insights from each session, new strategies and tools they can apply to real life situations, and 
develop an ever-increasing respect for self.  

Anjani Amriit supports her clients through private mentoring, transformative live events and 
sacred retreats across the globe. She is a former corporate and entertainment lawyer turned 
heart based speaker, coach and mentor. Her style is natural, enigmatic and deeply inspiring. 
Her intuitive skills, enthusiasm and dynamism bring clarity, rapid transformation and radical 
success, making her highly sought after. She supports her clients to make the seemingly 
impossible, possible.  

Anjani Amriit has been featured in various publications including Nine MSN, Australian 
Women's Weekly and Living Now. Her soul purpose meditations have been featured on 
Australia’s ABC Current Affairs Radio. She lives in Sydney and is an avid poet, songwriter and 
adventurer. Anjani Amriit is currently finishing her book, The 9 Realisations ~ a user’s manual 
to elevate you to your greatest human potential.  


